MOTEK IS THE GLOBAL LEADER IN VIRTUAL
REALITY ROBOTICS FOR HUMAN MOVEMENT
RESEARCH AND REHABILITATION.

Founded in

1999
in The Netherlands

85+ employees
with hubs globally

With over 20 years pioneering the
advancement of rehabilitation technology,
Motek products and technologies can
be found in the most forward-thinking
research facilities, top hospitals and
stand-out clinics, changing lives for the
better daily.
From universities to the military,
augmented reality to games-for-good
development, Motek innovations are used
for cutting-edge movement treatment and
research across the globe.

Motek HQ is located in the Dutch capital
of Amsterdam where they develop,
manufacture and produce their state-ofthe-art hard- and software technologies,
with brand hubs further located globally.
Motek, along with other market leaders
such as Hocoma and Fysioroadmap,
are part of the DIH family of companies
advancing medical technologies
around the world.

Head of Operations
Motek HQ are looking
for a new Head of
Operations to join one
of the most respected
pioneering teams in the
industry.
Location
Amsterdam & Culemborg,
The Netherlands

Above all else – the right attitude and
drive is what we are looking for.

ARE YOU INSPIRED BY...

WE MATCH WITH
PEOPLE WHO...

-- managing the Operations team
of Motek and overseeing the
production and purchasing
operations of the company?
-- ensuring the continuing delivery of
high product quality for cuttingedge movement treatment and
research across the globe?
-- defining and developing the
purchasing strategy and
supporting the function
operationally, like leading supplier
negotiations?
-- fostering a strong exchange
between internal departments to
ensure continuous improvement
of processes?
-- ensuring the alignment of local
needs and global company
goals within the global DIH
organization?
-- becoming a key stakeholder and
dot connector in the management
team of Motek and DIH?

Apply now with your CV and letter of
motivation to personal@hocoma.com
Att: Ms. Helene Teuscher.
+ 41 (0)43 444 22 00

-- are natural, inspiring leaders
with strong negotiation and
communication skills.
-- think strategically, are able to see
the big picture and have a resultoriented can-do attitude.
-- thrive in changing and fast paced
environments.
-- are integrative and drive projects
in cross functionals teams.
-- keep clear head under pressure
and do not lose their humor.
YOU HAVE...

-- profound experience in guiding,
coaching and developing teams in
a changing environment.
-- have a track record of 7+ years of
applicable experience in supply
chain and purchasing in an
assembly production organization.
-- a Master Degree in Economics or
in another relevant discipline
-- fluent English skills.

